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CHAPTER 8 
 

General discussion 
 

∞ 
 

Until now, long-term health issues in elite athletes received little 
attention in sports medicine research. Therefore, scant information is 
available on post-career health of elite athletes. Studies in this population 
contribute to our possibilities to delay or even prevent long-term health 
issues in elite athletes by identifying areas of concern and associated 
(modifiable) risk factors. Research in active contact sport athletes suggests 
that female athletes are at higher risk than male athletes for certain sport-
related injuries (e.g. knee and head), which may lead to such long-term health 
issues.1-3 However, research in retired female athlete is extremely scarce. The 
aim of my PhD thesis was to help fill this gap in the literature by conducting 
a series of studies on the prevalence of long-term health problems and 
associated risk factors in retired female football players. While chapters 2 
and 3 are focused on musculoskeletal health, chapters 4 to 7 investigate 
cognitive health. 

 
 

What have we learned about the retired female athlete? 
 

Overall, the results suggest that an elite football career may lead to 
specific adverse health outcomes in female players within ten years after 
retirement, resulting in a significant impact on their quality of life (QOL). 
Chapters 2 and 3 showed that there was a high prevalence of physical 
complaints and osteoarthritis (OA) among former players. Identified risk 
factors for adverse outcomes include age, football exposure (level of play, 
training volume), and previous injury. Specifically, a higher prevalence of 
knee complaints and knee OA was associated with having incurred a 
traumatic knee injury, this injury affecting the non-striking leg, and the type 
of injury. Chapter 4 showed that female players had an increased risk to 
incur a concussion compared to male players of the same sport during both 
matches and training. This corroborates the notion that current evidence on 
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long-term cognitive health in retired male athletes is likely not generalizable 
to the retired female athlete population. Consequently, in chapter 6 we 
analysed cognitive performance in retried female football players and found 
decreases in verbal memory and fluency performance compared to retired 
non-contact sport athletes. These decreases were associated with frequent 
heading and multiple concussions. In contrast, chapters 5 and 7 showed that 
compared to the general population, cognitive performance of active and 
retired female football players was significantly better, and further, there was 
no differential ageing effect. Thus, apart from the described adverse health 
outcomes, an overall positive association of elite sport and cognition was 
arguably observed.

 
 

The burden of osteoarthritis 
 

The most important finding of this thesis regarding musculoskeletal 
health (chapters 2,3) was the high prevalence of OA, particularly of the knee, 
among retired female football players. A second relevant finding was the 
significant impact of physical complaints on players’ QOL at a young age. 
 
The prevalence of OA 

In a sample of retired players aged 33 years on average (SD=6.2, 
response rate: 62%), a quarter of participants reported physician-diagnosed 
OA, with the knee most frequently affected (13.8%; chapter 2). Moreover, 
almost two-thirds of players had at least one severe knee injury during their 
career and re-injury was common. Of all injured players, one third reported 
a second injury to the same leg and around half reported a second injury to 
the contralateral leg. These numbers are troubling given the young age of 
the sample and the predicted increase of OA prevalence with age. Previous 
literature found meniscus and anterior cruciate ligament injuries to be 
associated with subsequent knee OA in around 50% of cases.4 5 In our 
sample half of players reported such an injury, thus, based on injury 
prevalence alone roughly one quarter of players can be estimated to develop 
knee OA in due course. Further, given the observed odds increase with age 
(odds ratio=1.07), up to half of players can be estimated to develop OA of 
any location within the next 20 years. Of course, this is a gross 
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oversimplification of the actual OA risk in the ageing female football player. 
However, in line with these estimates, we found MRI-evidence of substantial 
chondral damage and associated OA symptoms in one third of players in a 
clinical follow-up investigation with a slightly older sample (mean age=37; 
SD=4.9; chapter 3). 

 
The impact of OA 

Next to the high prevalence of knee OA, the impact of physical 
complaints on players’ quality of life is concerning. In chapter 2, a striking 
57.9% of players reported knee complaints while exercising, over a third had 
complaints during normal daily activities and almost a quarter had 
complaints even at rest. Unsurprisingly, overall health perception and knee-
related QOL was worse in female football players than in the general female 
population of the same age group. This corroborates other research 
ascertaining the high impact of knee OA on health-related QOL.6 According 
to the global burden of disease study, hip and knee OA is currently the 11th 
leading cause of disability worldwide.7 Additionally, results of chapter 3 
supported the hypothesis that OA outcomes may be exacerbated in female 
players, due to the higher incidence of serious knee injuries; significantly 
more disability due to knee problems was reported by retired female 
compared to retired male football players. However, this difference may also 
be explained by gender-related reporting bias, as studies among male and 
female OA patients found similar discrepancies.6 Regardless, it is evident 
that the burden of OA in the ageing female football player is immense and 
measures to prevent or delay adverse long-term health outcomes are 
urgently needed. 

 
 
Long-term cognitive health – a cause for concern? 

 
The most important findings of this thesis regarding cognitive health 

(chapters 4-7) were that retired female football players performed 
significantly better on tests of neurocognitive function than the norm 
population, yet worse than retired elite athletes from non-contact sports on 
tests of verbal memory and fluency. It remains unknown what the 
underlying causes of the observed decreases in verbal memory and fluency 
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are, as the study design did not allow for causal inference. However, several 
hypothesis can be discussed based on associations found in this thesis and 
previous literature employing retrospective and observational study designs. 
 
Concussion and heading 

Chapter 6 showed that lower verbal memory and fluency performance 
was associated with a history of multiple concussions and frequent heading. 
This is notable since a number of studies reported even mild traumatic brain 
injury (TBI) to be a risk factor for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and 
(young-onset) dementia.8-12 Both conditions share memory and language 
deficits as a cardinal symptom. However, other studies found no such 
associations13 14 and most research only included men.15 A limited number 
of investigations on the effects of repetitive subconcussive (RSHI) and 
concussive head impacts have been conducted in women. Perhaps most 
notable are the findings of research in the only other adult female population 
examined to date with a history of both RSHI and multiple, mostly mild, 
TBIs.16 In line with results presented in this thesis, Valera and colleagues 
found that a history of TBIs was associated with poorer learning and 
memory performance in a series of studies with survivors of intimate partner 
violence.16 Further, history of TBI and word-list-learning performance were 
correlated with neuroimaging abnormalities in relation to white matter 
integrity17 and internetwork connectivity.18 Turning to studies on the effect 
of RSHI in women, two small investigations including female football 
players may be relevant to the findings of this thesis.19 20 In one study, 
heading exposure was linked to acute, but transient, declines in memory 
performance and increases in corticomotor inhibition.19 In a second study, 
higher heading exposure over the previous year was associated with poorer 
memory performance and white matter abnormalities.20 Thus, there is 
limited evidence suggesting an association of both RSHI and concussion 
with memory performance and neuropathological changes in women. 
However, in light of the mixed results regarding the effects of mild TBI in 
the broader context of MCI and dementia,15 more research on the topic is 
clearly needed. Exploring the discussed neuropathologic changes in relation 
to memory performance after head impacts may elucidate whether a causal 
relationship with long-term decreases such as observed in chapter 6 is likely 
and what mechanisms may lead to these decreases. 
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Sex-differences 
Another consideration related to the findings of this thesis is whether 

there is a differential effect of sex on outcomes in the context of sport-
related concussions and RSHI. In chapter 4, a meta-analysis showed that 
female athletes are more susceptible to concussions than male athletes in 
certain sports. Several recent reviews support this notion and suggest that 
next to a higher concussion incidence, females also report more symptoms 
of greater severity after concussion, and may take longer to recover.1 21-23 
Further, there are two recent investigations in active athletes, which 
specifically evaluated sex-effects in the context of RSHI.3 24 Rubin et al.3 
conducted a carefully controlled, prospective diffusion-tensor imaging study 
with 49 male and 49 female amateur soccer players over the course of 12 
months. A significant interaction between sex and heading-related white 
matter abnormalities was found with more widespread evidence of 
microstructural alteration in women. Further, Sollmann and colleagues24 
tested 14 male and 11 female players with diffusion-weighted MRI before 
and after a single ice hockey season. Despite none of the players 
experiencing a concussion, significant white matter alterations between pre- 
and post-season measurements were observed in female players whereas 
male players showed no significant changes. In sum, the limited evidence on 
the topic suggests that there are differences in short-term outcomes between 
the sexes after both concussion and RSHI. Proposed underlying differences 
that may partially account for these distinct outcomes include weaker neck 
musculature,25 greater head acceleration during impacts,26 increased 
vulnerability to impacts at the cellular level27 and gender-related reporting 
bias.28 However, whether these differences also explain the long-term 
outcomes presented in chapter 6 is unclear. To date there are no studies 
among retired contact sport athletes involving both male and female 
participants that report outcomes by sex, and the literature in retired male 
contact sport athletes on the association of memory performance and head 
impacts is mixed. 

 
Is there cause for concern?  

Finally, it is important to consider whether the observed cognitive 
outcomes present a serious health concern for female football players. 
Taking into account the findings reported in chapters 5 and 7 this is unlikely. 
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While the prevalence of subjective memory problems in chapter 6 was high 
(64%) compared to controls (40%) and values reported in the general 
population (34%),29 clinically relevant impairment as assessed by objective 
composite memory performance was low (score <25th percentile: 10%, <9th 
percentile: 2%). Moreover, female football players showed no decreases in 
other test domains compared to non-contact athletes and had overall 
superior test values compared to the general population. This is in line with 
the literature suggesting sport-context-specific30 and general cognitive 
enhancements through sports participation.31 Thus, the benefits of sport 
participation seem to outweigh adverse effects on cognitive performance in 
female football players up to middle age. However, it is possible that the 
observed decreases in memory performance may develop into a clinically 
relevant condition with older age. While some studies conducted in male 
contact sport athletes seem to support this hypothesis,9 10 12 other studies13 

14 and results from chapter 7 do not. Specifically, we found age-related 
neurocognitive changes in female football players to be comparable to those 
of the general population in a sample spanning almost four decades (15-50 
years). Thus, there was no indication for an accelerated decline of memory 
performance that may culminate in MCI or young-onset dementia. Finally, 
it is important to bear in mind that studies reporting a higher prevalence of 
neurodegenerative diseases related to concussion found only very small risk 
increases, while there is strong evidence for large beneficial effects of sport 
participation on all-cause mortality.32 

 
 

Methodological considerations 
 

While all studies of this dissertation were designed with great care, there 
are a number of limitations that need to be taken into account when 
interpreting the results. Given the time-frame of a PhD thesis and the topic 
of this dissertation (long-term health), it was not possible to collect data 
prospectively. Therefore, findings are limited with regards to the 
conclusions that can be drawn (i.e. non-causal) and by common biases 
pertaining to retrospective and cross-sectional research designs.33 
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Sampling bias and sample size 
Estimated prevalences of long-term health issues may be subject to self-

selection bias, as retired players with current health problems or previous 
injuries may be more likely to participate in research on this topic. This 
pertains mainly to chapter 3, as other studies assessing prevalences either 
had a high response rate or a matched control group. Further, several studies 
suffered from methodological issues related to small sample sizes, as the 
recruitment of retired female athletes is challenging and the eligible base 
population is small. This pertains specifically to analyses conducted in 
chapters 3, 6 and 7. In chapter 3, sample size was n=51 and life-time 
prevalence of severe knee injury was indeed slightly higher than in the 
previous study with a more representative sample (chapter 2). While this 
may be partially due to the different methodologies used for data collection, 
it is prudent to regard prevalences reported in chapter 3 as a potential 
overestimate of the true OA prevalence in this population. In chapter 6, 
sample size was n=111, which was insufficient to correct for type 1 error 
given the number of outcomes. Therefore, neurocognitive outcomes in 
chapter 6 should be regarded as exploratory in nature and are subject to 
future confirmatory analysis. Finally in chapter 7, sample size of the oldest 
age group was n=18, therefore results for this age group need to be 
interpreted more carefully. 

 
Information bias 

Recall- and reporting-bias may have influenced the results of chapters 2, 
3, 4 and 6. Particularly, the retrospective recall of injury events may suffer 
from inaccuracy. However, detailed clinical interviews were conducted to 
mitigate these effects. Further, reporting bias may affect self-reported 
outcomes in chapters 2, 3 and 6 and partly explain the observed sex-
differences in chapters 3 and 4. Specifically, participants who are football 
players, had previous injuries, or described themselves as frequent headers 
may be more inclined to report current health complaints. This is especially 
relevant for results from chapter 2, as in chapters 3 and 6 a multimodal 
approach was used including more objective measures such as MRI and 
neurocognitive testing. Additionally, it has been suggested that women tend 
to report injuries and symptoms more frequently than men. 28 This is 
especially relevant for sex comparison of knee OA symptoms in chapter 3, 
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and concussion incidence rates in chapter 4. However, concussion diagnosis 
usually also relies on a multimodal approach, thus, it is unlikely that the 
reported sex-differences in concussion incidence are completely accounted 
for by gender-related reporting bias. 

 
Confounding factors 

In chapters 3, 5 and 7, data from previous studies was used for group 
comparison. Therefore, differences in test administration or demographic 
variables, such as nationality, education and sex, may have confounded the 
results. Further, due to retrospective and observational study designs, some 
results may be affected by unknown confounding factors. This includes 
group differences on evaluated outcomes pre-injury or pre-exposure, and 
other unmeasured factors. However, great care was taken to ensure 
comparability of study and control groups through highly restrictive 
inclusion criteria, collection of a broad array of potential confounders and 
statistical adjustment for these confounders via regression analysis. 
 
External validity 

Finally, several aspects may limit generalizability of the presented 
findings. First, long-term health outcomes were investigated in a relatively 
young sample of retired players, which may lead to an underestimation of 
the true prevalence of health issues, particularly regarding cognitive health. 
The onset of conditions such as OA, MCI and dementia is typically observed 
in adults above age 50, while diagnosis in younger adults is less common.7 34 
However, this was taken into account when designing the test batteries and 
measures that are highly sensitive to subtle or early changes in otherwise 
healthy individuals (MRI, CNS Vital Signs, PASAT) were chosen over less 
sensitive measures (x-ray, less challenging neurocognitive tests). Second, 
results may not be generalisable to future generations of retired female 
players, due to changing demands of the sport, advances in the treatment of 
acute injuries and successful implementation of prevention strategies. 
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How to play the long game: practical 
recommendations 

 
The results of this thesis highlight the need to improve post-career health 

among retired female football players. This is especially important with 
regards to adverse long-term musculoskeletal health outcomes, such as OA 
and physical complaints. While adverse long-term cognitive health 
outcomes are less certain, strategies preventing or mitigating the effects of 
concussions and RSHI in female athletes are still of utmost importance. 
Regression analyses yielded several modifiable risk factors, and practical 
recommendations based on these results are summarized in this section. 
 
Musculoskeletal health issues 

Primary prevention. Corroborating other work, regression analyses 
showed that previous traumatic injury is the main risk factor for both 
structural and clinical OA outcomes (chapters 2, 3). In light of these results, 
the implementation of effective injury prevention measures in female 
football is essential. Structured warm-up programs focusing on 
neuromuscular control have proven effective for the prevention of both, 
primary and secondary injuries.35-37 The reported pooled estimate of risk 
reduction for ACL injuries was 52% in female athletes.36 Given that in 
chapter 2, second league football players were found to be at the highest risk 
for OA, implementation of prevention programs may be particularly 
important in such sub-elite contexts.  

Secondary prevention. Further, it is evident that elite female football 
players need specific medical care during and beyond their career, with a 
focus on (a) long-term musculoskeletal health when a joint injury has 
occurred, and (b) early diagnosis and treatment of OA. Chapter 3 shows that 
preserving meniscal function in case of knee injury and allowing sufficient 
recovery time, especially when the injury affects the weight bearing leg, are 
important factors for more beneficial long-term outcomes. Given the high 
re-injury rate after ACL or meniscus tear among female players, an honest 
discussion about the risks of returning to elite sport after injury may be 
adequate. Risk of re-injury may be reduced if sex-specific return to play 
protocols were available. 

Tertiary prevention. There are valuable tools for the management of 
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OA, such as physical activity, weight management and patient education.38 
These tools can reduce pain, enhance function and improve QOL. Thus, as 
has been suggested elsewhere,39 an end of career health examination with 
regular follow-ups may significantly improve the burden of OA among 
former players through earlier detection and better management of the 
disease. 
 
Cognitive health issues 

Primary prevention. In the context of primary prevention, particularly 
the proposed sex-differences in neck musculature and head acceleration 
during heading may give us cues for effective strategies. Indeed, several 
observational studies reported an association between neck musculature, 
head acceleration and concussion incidence in contact sport athletes.40 41 
Hence, a structured prevention program targeting neck muscle strength and 
activation may be a promising strategy to mitigate the effect of head impacts 
in female athletes. Several studies have indeed shown that an 8-week cervical 
resistance training can effectively increase isometric neck strength.42-44 
However, effects on dynamic neck stabilization were mixed and intervention 
studies have yet to assess the impact of such training programs on 
concussion incidence. 

Secondary prevention. To improve concussion diagnosis, it is 
recommended to use a multimodal and interdisciplinary approach.45 In the 
context of neurocognitive performance, elite sport specific norm values or 
individual baseline performance should be favoured over general population 
norms. Effective strategies to improve outcomes after concussion may 
involve the development of a sex-specific return to play protocol, which 
should include biomarkers of symptom resolution, as these often succeed 
clinical markers.46 However, currently no universal agreement on the clinical 
relevance of changes on different biomarkers exists,47 therefore, more 
research is needed to investigate how biomarkers may help in the assessment 
and management of concussed athletes. 

Tertiary prevention. As suggested previously, an end of career health 
examination with regular follow-ups may significantly improve post-career 
health.39 In the context of cognitive health, monitoring cognitive function 
and symptoms may identify the onset of a clinically relevant impairment or 
neurodegenerative disease early and improve long-term outcomes.48 
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Implications for future research 
 

Overall, findings of this thesis show that more research on long-term 
health issues in elite athletes and their prevention is warranted, especially in 
women. However, research into long-term health outcomes is 
methodologically challenging. Next to topical research priorities, it is 
therefore important to consider appropriate research designs to advance 
knowledge in the field. 

 
Research designs 

Almost by default will authors reporting on the results of retrospective 
and cross-sectional study designs include the appeal to conduct prospective 
and longitudinal studies on the topic in the future. This is of course 
reasonable given the disadvantages of retrospective study designs, 
particularly with regards to bias and causality. However, sometimes little 
thought is given to practical considerations like the resources and time 
necessary for such study designs to produce results. Given the latency of 
some long-term outcomes (50+ years) and the small size of the population 
(elite athletes) prospective cohort studies may not be feasible or may have 
to compromise with regards to follow-up period or sample size. Further, 
longitudinal studies also have several disadvantages, including loss to follow-
up (attrition) and issues with reliability such as practice effects. Therefore, 
while prospective designs are ultimately necessary, currently large cross-
sectional studies including a broad range of age-cohorts or retrospective 
cohort studies may be equally valuable for the field. Particularly, validation 
studies assessing the identified outcomes of interest with a larger sample 
size, broader age range and appropriate control for type 1 error would be 
desirable. These large cross-sectional studies may then form the basis for 
prospective, longitudinal follow-up. 
 
Research priorities 

Regarding long-term musculoskeletal health, the high burden of OA and 
association with previous injuries among retired female players can be 
regarded as relatively established. Further, primary prevention programs for 
lower extremity injuries have been developed and proven effective in female 
players. Therefore, future research should focus on better implementation 
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of such programs to improve adherence. Another research priority should 
be the development of a return to play protocol specifically for female 
players.  

Regarding long-term cognitive health, the research field is still in its 
infancy and the results of this thesis make a strong case for studies with 
more diverse populations. Specifically studies including both sexes, older age 
groups and a broader range of contact sports will enhance generalisability of 
findings and may give us cues for risk factors that can be targeted with 
prevention strategies. An interesting avenue for prevention research 
particularly in female athletes would be the development of a neck muscle 
activation and strengthening program. Finally, more research with 
multimodal approaches is needed to elucidate the relationship between 
clinical/functional outcomes and biomarkers, such as abnormalities on 
neuroimaging or transcranial magnetic stimulation measures.  

 
 
The two sides of the ‘medal’: concluding thoughts 

 
The aim of this thesis was to shed light onto the potential negative 

consequences of a career in contact sport. Yet, this dissertation mainly 
explored ‘the other side of the medal’, and it is important to bear in mind 
that sport also has numerous beneficial health effects and is to date likely 
the single best medicine for human longevity from both an individual as well 
as a public health perspective. Thus, the message that I would like the reader 
to take home is not that elite sport is an overall health hazard, but that there 
are two sides of the ‘medal’. There is a startling divide between the availability 
and quality of medical care for active compared to retired athletes. As 
outlined above, primary, secondary and tertiary intervention strategies can 
and should be employed to significantly improve post-career health. I hope 
that this thesis can inspire researchers and practitioners alike to explore the 
effectiveness and implementation of such intervention strategies in the 
future. 
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